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Most commonly used medical abbreviations and acronyms.   Anyone in the medical profession,

from office workers to doctors themselves, will find this guide extremely useful.
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Used this in college, and now that I work in a hospital. Its just great. I have several different charts,

and I would buy them again--I probably will when they update them. It just snaps into a 3 ring

binder, and I dont worry about something getting spilled on it. This saved me ALOT of time when

taking notes for a chapter.

Out of the 5 "Quick Study Guides" I purchased, this is by far the most go-to one that I have used for

coding purposes. I love them all, but I have used this one the most for classwork and homework. It

is easy to use and has lots of helpful information. I would definitely recommend this for people who

are not familiar with medical abbreviations and acronyms. This will be an valuable asset to you.

Not up to date for "Do not use list"

This is a useful tool when studying for any pharmacy job. If you wanted to, you could even make

flash cards with the knowledge here and help quiz yourself to memorize the info. It arrived on time

and comes laminated. It is also very sturdy. The only issue I have with it is that it is a little tall. It



doesn't seem to fit in my folders very well but since it's sturdy on it's own, it is still simple to travel

with as long as you have a knapsack or binder tall enough to fit it in.

I am a medical coder and these are a perfect for a quick desk reference!! They are awesome!!!

These will help me a lot now that I've started my medical terminology class. These are geared to

last a long while. Great!

Wonderful study tool. These really helped me in my medical terminology classes! I recommend to

anyone taking med term

I just wish I had ordered these before taking my Medical Assisting Course. They are perfect for

quick references and because they are laminated they will last and can be used at the place of

employment. I acquired them to assist me in preparing for my certification test that is coming up

pretty quick. I am very pleased with the product.
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